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All correspondence should be directed to:
The Secretary Redcliffe TPI Sub Branch
PO Box 288
Redcliffe QLD 4020

General Meetings are held at 0930 on the first Monday of each month at the Redcliffe
Bridge Club Rooms (Old Bowls Club).
BBQ on Friday following the General Meeting at Jamieson Park Scarborough.
All TPI members, prospective members and partners welcome.
DISCLAIMER: The contents of this newsletter are not necessarily the views of the Redcliffe
TPI Sub Branch, the Editor, or the TPI Association unless otherwise stated.
Website: http://www.redcliffetpi.com
Secretary: famickk@yahoo.com.au
Editor: tpiredcliffe@gmail.com
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New Vehicle Sales I Pre-Owned Vehicle Sales I Service I Parts

07 3384 5700
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TPI REDCLIFFE
Dates to Remember
First Monday of the month – General Meeting
Friday following monthly meeting, free BBQ
Note: The following are indicative events for the months shown. There may be
some changes. TBA - dates will be confirmed, as we get closer to each event.
April
1 General Meeting Redcliffe Bridge Club Rooms
3 Redcliffe RSL Wednesday Night Raffle
5 Monthly BBQ Jamieson Park Scarborough
6 Menopause the musical, 2pm concession $50/head
10 Redcliffe RSL Wednesday Night Raffle
17 Redcliffe RSL Wednesday Night Raffle
24 Redcliffe RSL Wednesday Night Raffle
May
TBA Barefoot Bowls - Narangba Bowling Club
1 Redcliffe RSL Wednesday Night Raffle
4 General Meeting Redcliffe Bridge Club Rooms
6 Redcliffe RSL Wednesday Night Raffle
8 Monthly BBQ Jamieson Park Scarborough
13 Redcliffe RSL Wednesday Night Raffle
20 Redcliffe RSL Wednesday Night Raffle
27 Redcliffe RSL Wednesday Night Raffle
June
3 General Meeting Redcliffe Bridge Club Rooms
5 Redcliffe RSL Wednesday Night Raffle
7 Monthly BBQ Jamieson Park Scarborough
12 Redcliffe RSL Wednesday Night Raffle
19 Redcliffe RSL Wednesday Night Raffle
26 Redcliffe RSL Wednesday Night Raffle
30 Outback Spectacular
July
1 General Meeting Redcliffe Bridge Club Rooms
3 Redcliffe RSL Wednesday Night Raffle
5 Monthly BBQ Jamieson Park Scarborough
10 Redcliffe RSL Wednesday Night Raffle
17 Redcliffe RSL Wednesday Night Raffle
20 Xmas in July - Dolphins Leagues Club
24 Redcliffe RSL Wednesday Night Raffle
31 Redcliffe RSL Wednesday Night Raffle
August
TBA Dinner at the Pavillion
5 General Meeting Redcliffe Bridge Club Rooms
7 Redcliffe RSL Wednesday Night Raffle
9 Monthly BBQ Jamieson Park Scarborough
5
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

ANZAC Day marks which event that
occurred on April 25th, 1915?
Besides poppies, what other plant is
commonly worn on ANZAC Day?
a) What colour is a Welsh poppy
b) What colour is a Himalayan poppy?
Where would you find the Sea of Tranquillity?
What is a falchion?
What is the seventh planet from the Sun?
Name the secondary colours.
Which Continent has the fewest flowering plants?
What is the minimum number of musicians for a band to be considered a big band?
Which is the only US state that begins with ‘P’?
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The Editors Bit
Hi All,
It has been a hectic week as it is moving week! We have spent now
two nights at our new house on the Gold Coast, however I have been
driving between both houses transporting countless items that have
been collected over the past many years. I have said it before but
there is no way we are moving again ever!
ANZAC Day is approaching so here is the current details for Redcliffe’s Services:
Dawn Service and March
Fall-in: 5:00am

March-off: 5:15am

Service: 5:30am

Begins at the intersection of Redcliffe Pde and Baker St and ends at ANZAC Place for the service.
Gunfire Breakfast
A Gunfire Breakfast will be served at Redcliffe RSL from 6:00am – 8:00am. Breakfast is free for current and exservicemen/women. Gold coin donation for General Public (proceeds go to Legacy)
Mid-Morning March and Service
Fall-in: 9:20am

March-off: 9:40am

Service: 10:30am

Begins at the intersection of Redcliffe Pde and ANZAC Ave (Mon Komo Hotel) and ends at ANZAC Place for the
service.
I have to keep this short as I am still unpacking, see you at the meeting Monday or the BBQ Friday.
Cheers,

Pete
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PRESIDENT’S REPORT
Our General Meeting was held on Monday March 4, when we had the usual
bonhomie as well as a training session by Peter who walked us through the use of
our AED (Automatic External Defibrillator). Dave volunteered to be our patient, and
although he wasn’t nominated for an Oscar, he was in fact the perfect actor –
complete with sound effects.
Peter brought little Indiana along to the meeting, and of course there were willing
grandmas to help out between selling raffle tickets. By the way, not a peep from
Indiana the whole meeting - WOW.

As you know, Peter, Suzie and Indiana are moving down towards the Gold Coast.
One of the key tasks Peter performed for us was storing and transporting our
portable tables and gazebo used for our BBQs. We are now looking for an
alternative arrangement. If someone with a 4X4 vehicle or ute/small truck can store
and/or transport these items please contact either Mick or me. One alternative that
has been suggested is that Paddy could store the items if someone could transport
them to and from the BBQ.
Our BBQ on Friday 8 February was a little down on numbers but we
still managed to feed over 40. For the second BBQ in a row, our
early setup crew was a little worried about the weather. So once
FSB Jamieson was secured, and although the rain had stopped, my
sitrep to members advised that it might rain and a jacket would be in
order. As it turned out, Huey once again looked favourably upon us
and we managed a magnificent morning.
As you would know, that preceding week was very wet, and when we arrived at
Jamieson Park the BBQ shed showed all the signs of being inundated. So before I
go on, I must admit that I tend to neglect thanking Diane for the work she does, so
here goes.
While I was mucking around taking a photo and sending the sitrep to Facebook,
Diane went straight to work cleaning out the result of a flash flood that must have
gone through the shed (I have put the photo on the next page). Thank you Di.
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Once again we had a competent crew working the hotplates that day – thanks fellas.
A couple of them were even wearing their golf 10th anniversary polo shirts.

Even though the hotplates are often in a mess when we arrive and have to be
cleaned, we always leave them in a clean state for the next people who might want
to use them. So, I must also give special thanks to the people who, after everything
is done and we are packing up, move in and clean the hot plates – well done
everyone, very much appreciated.
And there was a bonus on the day - Peter and Suzie came along with Indiana.
Obviously there were plenty of grandmas (and granddads) willing to give Suzie a
hand. Although Pete, Suzie and Indiana will be moving closer to the Gold Coast,
they know they can always count on being a part of our Redcliffe TPI Family, and
that they are most welcome to come and visit anytime.
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Oh, and I couldn’t resist leaving my duties as green light piquet to capture Suzie and
Indiana with three of our Grandmas - and I apologise to the other grandparents for
not taking their photo.

TPI Ted has been off on a couple of exciting trips: to the US with Ned and Fiona, and
on the high seas on the Cunard liner MS Queen Victoria with Maureen Rays. Here
are some photos from his adventures.

Ned didn’t let Ted enlist thank goodness, although the Pirate did suggest that the
Navy would have been a good option..
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And a top o’ the morning to you all from Ted on the Queen Victoria – obviously life
can be tough at times, even for a well-travelled bear.

Mick and I know when our two ladies are talking about us
because we can see them laughing. Well, some of our
fine ladies had a nice morning tea this past month, and I
will bet they were laughing a lot. Here they are doing
their best not to laugh and give the game away.
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Our March Social event is a bus trip and overnight stay at
Twin Towns where we will see the Sounds of The Supremes
show. As I mentioned last month, we also have some
interesting stops on the way there and then on the way home.
Unfortunately it is too late in the month for me to report on the
trip in this edition, but with a bit of luck I should have some
photos for next month.
In April we have two important events. The first is
ANZAC Day. The second is our social event Menopause The Musical. Our group will see the
show at the Redcliffe Entertainment Centre on
Saturday 6 April.
Did you know that Menopause the Musical was
written by Jeanie Linders and debuted March 28 2001 in Orlando, Florida. The
show's success Off-Broadway led to a number of productions across America, and a
national tour was undertaken to raise funds and awareness for the fight against
ovarian cancer.
The original Australian production debuted in Melbourne in 2005 for a six-week
season, which was extended to six months. The show then went on tour to other
capital cities for five years, being seen by just under a million people.
In the plot, the main characters walk through the store of Bloomingdale and perform
25 songs about love to chocolate, tides of heat, amnesia, copulative difficulties and
more.
Yes it is a woman’s journey, but men will also like the show. It is a funny musical
parody staged to classic tunes from the 60’s, 70’s and 80’s. The clever changes in
words are well done.
As usual, we will commemorate ANZAC Day at the
Redcliffe Memorial and we will place a wreath on
behalf of our Redcliffe TPI Family.
ANZAC day is a solemn day of commemoration when
we remember our comrades; men and women, young
and old, including those from other nations.
I will bet you didn't know that up to 15,000 Indian troops fought with allied troops at
Gallipoli, and their contribution remains relatively unknown and unrecognised in
Australia and their homeland.
The average Indian knows little about Gallipoli as a campaign in World War I.
Historians believe almost 1,400 Indians died at Gallipoli, and up to 3,500 were
wounded. Unlike many of the Australian troops, all the Indians who fought were
professional soldiers. They had an Indian infantry brigade, a mountain artillery
brigade and, mule transport.
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The Mule Corps, comprised of 650 men and more than 1,000 mules, were used to
transport supplies to troops on the peninsula where motor transport was impossible.
Historians say the Mule Corps established themselves in an area known as Mule
Gully, which came under constant sniper and machine gun fire during the day.
The relationship between the Indians and the Australians and New Zealanders was
very good. The Anzacs recognised that the Indians were professional soldiers, and
developed a very healthy respect for them.
Photographs and sketches from the time show Indian and Australian soldiers
spending time together - sometimes sharing food rations. Apparently, Anzacs
shared the Indian soldiers' rations because their roti and daal was far more palatable
than salted bully beef and biscuits.

Many of the Indians who fought at Gallipoli were from the Punjab, but few records
remain about their contribution to the war effort because a lot of Indian World War I
records were destroyed during the trauma of partition (into India and Pakistan).
Note: I have abbreviated the original story to fit in here, but you can read the full
story on the internet:
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2015-04-20/australian-and-indian-troops-together-atgallipoli/6406772
If you Google the topic “forgotten Indian soldiers in Gallipoli” you will find many
references, including an ABC broadcast.
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The following was received from Chris Richards (TPI state President)
Diabetes Sufferers
DVA will pay the cost of membership to State Diabetes Organisations
(Diabetes Queensland) for eligible DVA Clients.
DVA Fact Sheet HSV144 refers. Also DVA have produced guides to each state's
membership. Contact DVA for more information if required.
ADF Transition Seminar
State Office was represented at an ADF Defence Transition Seminar. It was the first
time we have been invited to attend. It gave State Office the opportunity to connect
with the contemporary Defence demographic who are leaving the services and to
provide relevant advice on what they should be considering regarding their future
especially compensation claims with DVA etc. Overall it was a very worthwhile
experience and feedback indicates our presence was appreciated.
State Management Committee (SMC)
Succession planning is important to ensure our State Association continues its vital
work in supporting members. If any ordinary member (TPI) wishes to become part of
the SMC, which has casual vacancies, and contribute to running their Association
they should submit their interest by resume to our Secretary:
secretary@qldtpi.org.au
Ideally it would be good to have interest from those ordinary members (TPIs)
Women and Men who have separated from the ADF in the last 10 years and live in
the South East Region so they can attend State Office and meetings on a regular
basis. There is a lot to learn when becoming involved with an ESO, particularly to
ensure it is meeting the needs of its members and corporate governance guidelines
and keeping in touch with the present day ADF community.
Federation
The Federation President and some other representatives were able to secure a
meeting with the Prime Minister regarding the payment of compensation to TPIs.
The response from the PM disappointed Federation as can be seen from the
Facebook post by our Federal President (next page). Further action is being
contemplated with input from State Associations.
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“After many months of persistence, and with 24 hours’ notice, the TPI Federation
was finally given a 30 minute appointment with the Prime Minister yesterday in
Melbourne. I thank the Prime Minister for making this time out of his busy schedule
available to the TPI Federation.
I wish to thank John Poland, Terry Wilson (TPI Victoria President and Vice
President), John Kelly (TPI WA President) and Peter Thornton (Independent
Researcher) for going to Melbourne yesterday for this appointment. It was important
for the Prime Minister to see a strong representation of the TPI community.
Unfortunately, the meeting was not a successful one. The Prime Minister was aware
of our issue being the need to have the 'economic loss' compensation adjusted from
63% of the gross minimum wage to the equivalent of the gross minimum wage. The
Prime Minister stated that he just could not find $1bn (over four years of the forward
estimates) for this adjustment to occur. In actual fact it will be $240m per year
reducing due to the age and illness of the current TPI/SR cohort.
It was wonderful to hear later in the day the Prime Minister had presented the
Victorian Premier with $5bn for the Airport Link Railway. The Victorian Government
is to be congratulated for prosecuting the case for this to occur!
The Prime Minister was made aware of the 28,000 TPI/SRs, too many of whom are
living on the breadline, and their extended families would all need to decide who
would be in Government for the next four years. This could potentially incur 500,000
voters.
It would appear to the TPI Federation that the sentimentality of previous arguments
of calling on quotes by Billy Hughes and others will do nothing to further any such
causes.
The main argument that is heeded now is based around the mighty dollar. For six
years now the TPI Federation has prosecuted this case. The DVA Minister and
Secretary, in November 2018, agreed that the ‘economic loss’ contention was valid.
The DVA Secretary did this in Senate Estimates in October 2018. Since the release
of the Productivity Commission Draft Report these agreements have faded into
cyberspace.
The Prime Minister did bring up a valid point in our meeting – you do have the Gold
Card and it is now worth on average $23,000. There is not one TPI/SR that can use
the Gold Card at an ATM. A Gold Card does not enable the TPI/SR to put bread on
the table, or pay the electricity bill. The Gold Card is a Health Card. Nothing more.
In conclusion, the TPI Federation is more than disappointed that neither the Liberal
or the Labor Parties think the TPI/SR Veteran community is important enough in the
grand scheme of today’s society."
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For the first time, a former
Regimental Sergeant Major of
the Army will be appointed as
the Repatriation Commissioner.
Don Spinks, who recently
retired from the Australian
Defence Force with almost 40
years’ service, has been
appointed
as
the
new
Repatriation Commissioner and
as a Member of the Military
Rehabilitation and Compensation Commission for a period of five years from 1 July
2019.
Don Spinks served in a number of senior roles during his Army career, including 2nd
Cavalry Regiment, Multi National Force and Observers – Sinai Egypt, 1st Brigade,
Joint Task Force 633 on Operation Slipper, Command Sergeant Major Forces
Command – Army and Regimental Sergeant Major – Army.
Hopefully, as the Commissioner, Don Spinks will be able to use his recent service
experience to assist in addressing contemporary issues faced by veterans and their
families.
And finally, I have had occasion to read a transcript from the
Sydney hearing of the Productivity Commission. There is one very
important comment made by a Commissioner (direct from the
transcript):

Can I just go back to health cards…………..a very important area.
Just to be clear we've been very explicit that nobody that's currently
receiving a Gold Card or is currently entitled would lose that
entitlement.

And remember: if you were meant to touch your
toes, the process of evolution would have put
them on your knees.
Take care,

Phil
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Sore Back? Get Relief Now
Gold Card holders pay no charge for Physio appointments

Do you want a Physio who understands you?
Our Physios have 50+ years of
experience helping Veterans
just like you
One on One appointments in
private air conditioned rooms.
Full privacy with no curtains

Get relief with hands on Physio
No hotpacks or tingling machines

For an appointment please call us on 38801649
Dr’s referral required
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Trivia Answers
1. First day of the ANZAC landings at
Gallipoli.
2. Rosemary.
3. a) Yellow b) Blue.
4. On the moon.
5. It is a sword.
6. Uranus.
7. Orange, Green and Purple.
8. Antarctica.
9. Ten.
10. Pennsylvania.
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Dietitian & Exercise Physiologist
Are you looking for expert advice on how to improve your health and wellbeing?
Ambition Health was founded by Mitch Peterman – an experienced and dedicated Dietitian and
Exercise Physiologist. Mitch is passionate about empowering people to achieve better health through
good nutrition and safe physical activity. Mitch prides himself on providing a tailored plan to each
individual based on their unique situation and circumstances.
Entitled Department of Veteran’s Affairs (DVA) clients may be referred for clinically relevant Dietitian
and/or Exercise Physiology treatment by their GP on a valid D904 referral form.
Locations:
328 Oxley Ave, Margate (next to the Golden Ox)

11/328 Gympie Rd, Strathpine

Call Mitch today on 0413 745 812 or visit www.ambitionhealth.com.au
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